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Parents, Teachers and Students, 

I am greatly honoured to officiate at the Outstanding Student Attainment Awards 
Ceremony and to present the prizes. 

First of all, I would like to congratulate all of you who are receiving awards today. 
There is a good cause to rejoice because of the school’s continued and continuing 
all-round successes in both academic and non-academic areas. We are pleased to be 
reported that more than 100 prize items with awardees amounted to over 700 were 
already obtained outside school in the First Term alone. Student attainment has been 
excellent which includes sports such as Table-tennis, Badminton, Taekondo, Tennis, 
Swimming and Athletics. As to Arts and Music, your renowned Marching Band is 
frequently awarded with prizes annually, while your Latin Dance Team though 
newly established last September has been the recipient of numerous prizes and 
championships in both local and international competitions. Fostering creativity and 
developing multiple intelligences are the keys in the 21st Century. The prizes in the 
International ‘Global Village’ Painting Competition and ‘HK Youth Enterprising 
Creative Product Design Contest’ are testimonies to the great promise of our 
students. 

While we are very pleased with these results, the school is well aware of the need to 
extend more effort to help maximize students’ potential. A number of students have 
been selected as ‘Exceptionally Gifted Students’ in the domains of Leadership, 
Mathematics, Science and Humanities. Students also participate actively and receive 
numerous awards in a broad range of territory-wide competitions and community 
services. The Board was impressed by the records and students’ outstanding 
attainment of the School in both quantity and quality which give us a vivid proof of 
the given task of TWGHs’ Education Mission to our schools has been fulfilled. 

For TW schools, much importance is attached to raising students’ language 
proficiency. While for S C Gaw the vision to become a truly EMI School in the near 
future is well supported by the initiatives of teaching Science and Integrated 
Humanities at Junior Level and almost all subjects at Senior Level in English. The 
School now boasts the presence of three NETs. In a conducive learning environment, 
students are trained to be truly ‘biliterate and trilingual’ as well as thoughtful. It is 
encouraging to see that school life has been vibrant and rewarding. Our students 
emerged as the Champions in English and Chinese Solo Verse Speaking 
Competitions in the Speech Festival and the top prize winner in the TVNews Awards 
for scoring the highest mark in Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing District. In this regard, I 
believe, the school will make another stride forward in making S. C. Gaw a quality 
EMI School in Kwai Tsing. 

The TWGHs Board of Directors recognizes the value of a good learning environment 
for the overall development of our students, and we will continue to support school 
initiatives for providing our students a good ‘home’ of quality education. Finally, 
students, my wish for you today is that you will cultivate and adopt the correct 
attitude and exert yourself to the full, thus ensure success in whatever you set out to 
do. Thank you.  


